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Effects of ground constituent parameters on the mutual coupling (MC) of monopole antenna array are investigated. This work
augments an existing MC compensation technique for ground-based antennas and proposes reduction in mutual coupling for
antennas over finite ground as compared to the perfect ground. The work is investigated by finite element method analysis, and
numerical results are presented. A factor of 4 decrease in both the real and imaginary parts of the mutual coupling is observed
when considering a poor ground versus a perfectly conducting one, for quarter-wave monopoles in receiving mode. A simulated
result to show the errors in direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation with actual realization of the environment is also presented.

1. Introduction

There is an emerging trend in wireless applications such
as safety and security, command, and control MIMO com-
munication, that require antennas with direction-of-arrival
(DOA) and beamforming capability. In order to support
DOA estimation and beamforming, antenna arrays are
used. Traditionally, antenna arrays consist of closely located
antenna elements that are uniformly distributed across the
array. To determine DOA, several techniques have been de-
veloped [1]. These techniques frequently assume that the
sensors are ideal and operate in an isolated environment. In
practice, however, this is not true. The real antenna elements
not only interact with each other (MC) but also with the
surroundings. This results in the distortion of the signal and
causes error in DOA estimation.

Several techniques have been proposed to overcome the
errors due to antenna MC. These techniques are in the
process of development, but can be classified in terms of
autocalibration [2–4], open circuit voltage method [5], nu-
merical techniques [6–8], offline calibration [9], and receiv-
ing mutual impedance methods [10]. In general, these tech-
niques do not consider the interaction of the antenna array

with an imperfect ground in the near zone [11]. Effects
of ground proximity and constituent parameters on wire
antennas have been presented in the literature [12–14].

This paper considers the effects of ground on the MC
of an array of monopoles and impact on DOA estimation.
Monopole antennas that take advantage of image theory
are ideally placed above a perfect ground of conductivity
σ = ∞ and relative permittivity εr = 1. The real
ground or earth has finite conductivity and may have high
permittivity. The effects of ground constituent parameters on
MC and ultimately on DOA estimation are investigated. The
evaluation of MC is an extension of the technique that finds
MC of a monopole array over a high conductivity ground
(σ ∼= 107, εo, μo) [10] to a finite ground (σ ≤ 1, ε, μo).
The newly found MC is used to compensate error in DOA
estimation for an array over imperfect ground.

2. Problem Formulation

Consider a uniform linear array (ULA) of M omnidirectional
elements. Suppose that plane waves from J narrowband
far-field sources are incident on this array and M > J .
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The azimuth directions of uncorrelated incident signals are
φ1,φ2, . . . ,φJ . The kth sample of the array output is given as

X[k] = U[k] + N[k], (1)

where X[k] = [x1[k], x2[k], . . . , xM[k]]T , U[k] = [u1[k],
u2[k], . . . ,uM[k]]T is the coupling-free voltage at the antenna
terminal, and N[k] = [n1[k],n2[k], . . . ,nM[k]]T is a vector
of white Gaussian noise samples appearing at the antenna
terminal receiver. The noise is zero mean and has correlation
matrix σ2I where σ is the standard deviation and I is an M ×
M identity matrix. The signal model in (1) does not consider
mutual coupling within the array. Elements in a real antenna
array interact with one another due to mutual coupling. The
relation between actual voltage V at the antenna terminal and
theoretical coupling-free voltage U is given as

ZV = U, (2)

where Z is an M × M matrix whose coefficients can be
determined by electromagnetic analysis such as MoM or
finite element method FEM. Thus, a more accurate signal
model for the array output (1) is given as:

X[k] = ZV[k] + N[k]. (3)

The zero mean Gaussian noise in the receiver and signal
generation in the far-field sources are independent processes.
Therefore, the spatial covariance matrix for (3) is given as

R = E
{

ZVV′Z′
}

+ σ2I, (4)

where σ2 is the noise variance and I is the identity matrix.
It is evident from (4) that correct knowledge of Z is pivotal
in DOA estimation with minimum error. Considering array
elements as monopoles, a method to find Z as the receiving
mode mutual impedance is in the literature [10]. This meth-
od considers a monopole antenna over a high conductivity
or perfect ground. However, in real-world applications an
antenna may be placed over a finite or low conductivity
ground.

Consider an array of two λ/4 monopole antenna at
2.4 GHz over an arbitrary ground as shown in Figure 1. The
array is excited by an incident plane wave and each element
is connected to a load ZL. Due to this excitation, terminal
currents It1, It2 flows in the loads of antenna no. 1 and no. 2,
respectively. The terminal voltage at antenna terminal no. 1
is given as

Vt
1 = It1ZL = Ut

1 + Wt
1, (5)

where Ut
1 is the voltage due the plane wave incidence alone

and Wt
1 is the induced voltage due the flow of current in

antenna no. 2; both causes are independent of one another.
Therefore,

Wt
1 = It2Z12, (6)

where Z12 is the mutual impedance between element no. 1
and no. 2 due to the current in the load across port no. 2.

ZL

Z Z

I d

Einc(θ = 90,φ)

(σgnd, εgnd,μo)

(εo,μo)ZL

no. 1 no. 2

Figure 1: Setup for finding mutual coupling between monopole
array over arbitrary ground.

Exploiting the principle of superposition, the current
distribution I1 along antenna no. 1 can be given as

I1 = I1U + I1W , (7)

where subscripts U and W correspond to the cause of the
current distribution.

Therefore, the induced voltage Wt
1 is given as [15]:

Wt
1 = −

1
It1

∫ l

0
Ez12(z′)I1w(z′)dz′, (8)

where Ez12(z′) is the E-field component radiated by antenna
no. 2 towards antenna no. 1 and I1w(z′) is the current distri-
bution along antenna no. 1. Hence, the mutual impedance in
(5) can be given as

Z12 = W1

It2
= − 1

It2I
t
1

∫ l

0
Ez12(z′)I1w(z′)dz′. (9)

It is evident from (9) that, for a given current It2, the
E-field Ez12(z′) has a major contribution in the numerical
value of mutual impedance. Ideally, over a perfect ground
the monopole antenna radiates strongly along the horizontal
direction θ = 90◦, that is, towards the adjacent element in
our configuration. This results in strong mutual coupling
or sharing of energy between array elements. However,
over a finite ground, the field strength in the horizontal
direction is much smaller in the near field and almost zero
in the far field [12, Chapter 23]. This reduction in field
strength should reduce the mutual coupling between antenna
elements placed over finite ground.

In the next section, we will investigate this hypothesis
through the FEM and present results of mutual coupling by
extending the existing technique [10] to the case of finite
ground and its effects on mutual coupling and DOA.

3. Results and Discussion

The investigation of our hypothesis is carried out by con-
sidering two λ/4 monopole antennas at 2.4 GHz as shown in
Figure 1. The antennas are placed over an arbitrary ground
with element spacing λ/2 and are connected to a load ZL =
50Ω. The array is excited by plane wave, whose incident
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direction is (θ = 90◦, φ = 90◦). However, due to the axial
symmetry of the antenna, this analysis is independent of
incident azimuth direction (φ) for a given elevation (θ).

The mutual coupling found in [10] over a wide frequency
range is compared for the case when the ground plane
becomes poor as given in Table 1; see Figure 2. The result
clearly shows that around the resonant frequency both the
real and imaginary parts of Z12 over poor ground reduce to
about one-third of the value of Z12 over perfect ground. It
is also observed that mutual coupling undergoes very small
variations over poor ground for a wide range of frequencies.
This reduction of mutual impedance was motivation to
investigate a wide variety of ground conditions usually
encountered in wireless communication. Figure 3 shows that
even for good electrical ground, usually made available for
fixed antenna locations, the mutual coupling is still half of the
value at perfect ground. This result is expected from the fact
that over dielectric ground the monopole radiation becomes
minimal along the horizontal direction and reduces the value
of W1 in (9). The result is consistent with the findings of
[12, 13].

The variation of mutual impedance over a wide range of
conductivity for a nominal relative permittivity εr is shown
in Figure 4. It can be further deduced from the results
that when the skin depth of the ground increases or the
loss tangent decreases, the mutual impedance decreases and
vice versa. We can also conclude that mutual coupling can
be approximately divided between two ranges for which it
assumes fairly constant values. These two ranges are when
the loss tangent σ/ωε ≤ 1 or σ/ωε� 1.

It is well known that soil water contents vary from place
to place, and this may result in a change of permittivity of the
ground. However, this change of water content will not cause
any deviation in conductivity values over a wide range of
frequencies [17]. The behavior of mutual impedance for such
situations is investigated and results are shown in Figure 5.
The curves account for variation from dry land to a saline
medium such as sea water whose εr < 100. The result depicts
that, for a good ground, the increase in relative permittivity
increases the mutual impedance.

Investigation of the effects of arbitrary ground mutual
coupling on DOA estimation is carried out by simulation.
An array of five vertical quarter-wave monopoles is taken as
DOA estimator antenna, the spacing between elements is λ/2
and it is operating at 2.4 GHz. The mutual coupling matrix Z
is calculated according to [10] by placing antennas over poor
and perfect ground, respectively. The mutual impedances
are given in Table 2 whose second column contains values
from [18]. DOA estimation is carried out for a vertically
polarized far field source at θ = 90◦,φ = 90◦. The terminal
voltage vector V at antenna ports is measured in COMSOL
multiphysics environment [19], for a terminal load of 50Ω.
The effect of mutual coupling on the terminal voltage vector
V is removed and coupling-free voltage vector U is found
by using (2). At SNR = 40 dB, white gaussian noise is added
to coupling-free terminal voltage. The covariance matrix is
found by (4), and MUSIC algorithm [20] is used to estimate

Table 1: Ground material parameters used in Figure 2 [16].

Material Relative permittivity εr Conductivity σ(S/m)

Poor ground 4 0.001

Typical ground 15 0.005

Good ground 25 0.02

Sea water 81 5.0

Fresh water 81 0.001

Copper 1 107
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[10] Imag Z12, σ = 107S/m, εr = 1
Real Z12, σ = 10−3S/m, εr = 4
Imag Z12, σ = 10−3S/m, εr = 4

Figure 2: Mutual coupling between two λ/4 monopoles over poor
ground and with perfect ground [10].

azimuth (φ) of the incident source. Root mean square error
(RMSE) for 1000 Monte Carlo simulations is calculated each
for poor and perfect ground conditions.

Table 3 shows RMSE in DOA estimation for three dif-
ferent cases. Case no. 1 shows the RMSE when the antenna is
over perfect ground and we remove mutual coupling effects
by using mutual impedance matrix measured over the same
ground condition. The RMSE is fairly low, which supports
the applicability of the method presented in [21]. The critical
situation arises when the antenna is placed over a poor
ground and the mutual impedance matrix is preestimated
over a perfect ground. Now, if we try to remove mutual cou-
pling effects from the measured terminal voltages by using
this preestimated mutual impedance matrix according to (2),
the result worsens as shown by higher RMSE for case no.
2. The significant increase in RMSE shows that the mutual
impedance matrix estimated in [18] over perfect ground is
not able to sufficiently remove errors in DOA estimation for
the case when the antenna is placed over poor ground. The
obvious solution to this problem is to estimate actual mutual
impedances over poor ground as shown in the fourth column
of Table 2, then use it as in (2) for DOA estimation. The
resultant RMSE, (case no. 3), is very close to the result found
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Table 2: Mutual impedance for five element monopole arrays over perfect and poor ground at 2.4 GHz.

Mutual impedance component
Perfect gnd [18] Perfect gnd (FEM) Poor gnd (FEM)

Ω Ω Ω

Z12 = Z21 = Z23 = Z32 = Z34 = Z43 = Z45 = Z54 4.0 + j8.7 4.1 + j8.2 1.4 + j2.0

Z13 = Z31 = Z24 = Z42 = Z35 = Z53 −1.3− j5.2 −1.3− j5.6 0.3− j1.1

Z14 = Z41 = Z25 = Z52 0.7 + j3.6 0.8 + j2.7 −0.03 + j0.13

Z15 = Z51 −0.4− j2.7 −0.8− j2.0 0.07− j0.27

Table 3: RMSE of DOA Estimation for array for perfect and poor ground.

Case no. Type of ground for DOA estimation Type of ground for Z estimation RMSE degrees

1 Perfect ground Perfect ground/copper 0.01

2 Poor ground Perfect ground/copper 1.6

3 Poor ground Poor ground 0.03

Poor gnd Typ gnd Good gnd Sea water Fresh water Copper
1

2
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4

5
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8

Real Z12

Imag Z12

Ω

Figure 3: Mutual coupling between two λ/4 monopoles for various
ground types at 2.4 GHz.

for the case no. 1 where the antenna placement for DOA
estimation and Z matrix calculation, both was carried out for
perfect ground. The argument here is that mobile or portable
antennas encounter a variety of ground situations and in
these scenarios the preestimated mutual impedance matrix
for an ideal case of perfect ground cannot be used to fully
remove the errors in DOA estimation. Thus, if the situation
permits, one should measure the actual mutual impedance
values for the given ground condition before estimating
DOAs. However, a universal solution to this problem that
works equally well for all ground conditions is still an open
problem.

4. Conclusion

This research investigated the effects of ground parameters
on mutual impedance for DOA estimation. To the best
of authors’ knowledge, these results are novel and extend
the application of an existing technique [10] to real-earth
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Figure 4: Mutual coupling between two λ/4 monopoles at 2.4 GHz
for σ = 10−3 to 107 S/m, εr=10.

situations. Significant impact of ground constituent pa-
rameters on mutual impedance is observed. As a rule
of thumb, we suggest to reduce the values of mutual
impedance between two vertical monopoles to 50% of the
values found in the anechoic chamber over perfect ground
for applications on real earth. The increase of RMSE in
case when the antenna is placed over poor ground and
preestimated mutual impedance matrix (assuming perfect
ground) is used to remove errors in DOA, underscores the
importance of this research. We propose that the technique
of estimating mutual coupling presented in [10] is applicable
to all ground conditions, provided the antennas be placed
on respective grounds. It is understood that it is not always
possible to pre-estimate mutual impedance for a variety of
ground conditions. It is also worth noting that most of the
DOA estimation techniques in the literature assume that the
array is in free space. Therefore, this research also motivates
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Figure 5: Mutual coupling between two λ/4 monopoles at 2.4 GHz
for εr = 1 to 100, σ = 0.02 S/m.

the need for a universal solution of this issue that can be used
for any arbitrary ground condition.

The authors wish to continue this work to find effects
of ground parameters on other commonly used antenna el-
ements, when they are placed near ground.
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